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Love
 
Cherries for the heart
Ripe for love
Come lady, let me show you
The garden of romance
the profuse of trust
Where we escape
From the hurt of no.
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Music
 
The symphony alights the air,
The blaze of music churns the heart,
The vibrations ripple through the body,
The energy fills up the room,
And the mind bursts into the mysterious unknown.
That's the beauty of music.
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Redemption
 
Redemption
The desperation, the neglect, the crying out, the loneliness, the failure, the
mocking, the loss, the emptiness, the avoidance, the sneer, the contempt, the
rejection, the tears, the pain, the guilt.
The hope, the search, the reflection, the strength, the determination, the
perseverance, the endurance, the joy, the redemption.
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To You.
 
To our Lovers,
May your smile warm our hearts.
To our Exes,
May the past be cherished.
To our Friends,
May your loyalty keep  our trust in humanity.
To our Enemies,
May forgiveness bring us close.
To our Ambitions,
May our dreams come true.
To our failures,
May the pain be a fuel to drive us onwards.
To our God,
May your beautiful wings cover our spirits.
And to You,
I touched love and it was all of you.
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Universe
 
Twinkle of the starlight, written on the board of the universe,
Beautiful such a sight, crafted by the unseen science.
The void of space, the rocks spin at the melody,
They dance with grace, perfected in motion by the music of the godly.
Grandiose is the extent, to perceive of it is wisdom,
It is magnificent, the mind contemplates if there's a galaxy with a kingdom.
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